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impartiality attempt to Stoic Pragmatism (American Philosophy): 

0 of 1 review helpful Five Stars By Kurt Pond excellent text and service 8 of 9 review helpful Plenty of Pragmatism 
but Short on the Stoics By Michael Baranowski Lachs is an elegant and humane writer who has clearly thought much 
and deeply about modern life For that alone this is a very worthwhile book But it is clear that his interests and his 
scholarship res John Lachs one of American philosophy s most distinguished interpreters turns to William James 
Josiah Royce Charles S Peirce John Dewey and George Santayana to elaborate stoic pragmatism or a way to live life 
within reasonable limits Stoic pragmatism makes sense of our moral obligations in a world driven by perfectionist 
human ambition and unreachable standards of achievement Lachs proposes a corrective to pragmatist amelioration and 
stoic acquiescence by be Stoic Pragmatism offers plenty of appeal and promise It fulfills its pragmatic mission of 
aiming at amelioration and encouraging our hopes ndash hopes partly inspired by Lachs rsquo s promise of further 
statements and refinements of his views Philoso 
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toleration the heart of tolerance is self control when we tolerate an activity we resist our urge to forcefully prohibit the 
expression of activities that we find  Free people with online papers in philosophy compiled by david chalmers nb this 
page is no longer regularly updated its function has been taken over by the list of  summary the meaning of life early 
continental and analytic perspectives the question of the meaning of life is one that interests philosophers and non 
philosophers alike introduction sources a history of philosophy frank thilly 1914 30 revised edition ledger wood 1957 
has the virtues of brevity and impartiality attempt to 
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